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a faint English echo of those great Swiss educators, Fellen-
berg and Pestalozzi—was passed by in silence, until Disraeli
began to re-broaden the curriculum in 1867. Infant-schools
—into which a few seeds were just beginning to blow from
FroebePs Young-Hegelian Kindergarten, wafted in from
Germany on the wings of obituary notices in 1853—were
left out as though they were a meaningless initiatory stage.
Nothing remained except the bare instruments of learning—
reading, writing, and arithmetic—and in the first of these
mere cramming was not impossible: Lowe had been an
Oxford crammer before he became a statesman.
(ii) Compulsory Provision
6 If the new system is costly/ said Lowe, ' it shall at least be
efficient; and if it is inefficient, it shall be cheap/
Faced with the alluring prospect of either efficiency or
cheapness, and deeply impressed by the inadequacy of the
voluntary schools, public opinion began to organize in favour
of a further extension of educational facilities, especially on
the passage of Disraeli's reform act in 1867. For less than
half the children between six and ten were on the school
registers, and a third of these were perpetually absent.
The starting-point was a measure introduced in 1867 and
1868 by Bruce with the support of Forster. Denominational
schools, made more comprehensive in character by the adop-
tion of conscience clauses, were to be given every opportunity
to cover the field within a given time. Localities were to be
permitted to aid them out of the rates; they were indeed to be
compelled to do so, if it was still possible to prove the educa-
tional destitution of the locality. But if any gaps then remained,
these were to be filled by rate-provided schools, built and
managed by local school-boards.
This precipitated the founding of an Education Leagtfe by
the Birmingham radical leaders, including Joseph Chamber-
lain and Jesse Collings. They were prepared temporarily to
tolerate existing schools. And they agreed with the filling

